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until the whole examination is completed.
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Candidates are to respond in GERMAN to the Teacher/Examiner’s statements or questions
according to the outlines given in English.

Candidates should attempt ALL Situations.

Intervals of more than approximately 15 seconds between situations are not permitted.

SITUATION 1.  Keeping Fit

EXAMINER Was machen Sie, um fit zu bleiben?

CANDIDATE Say what you do to keep fit.  Mention TWO things.

EXAMINER Joggen Sie viel?

CANDIDATE Say that you prefer swimming to jogging.  Say why.

EXAMINER Wo schwimmmen Sie am liebsten?

CANDIDATE Say where you like to swim and why.

EXAMINER Schwimmen Sie jeden Tag?

CANDIDATE Say that you usually swim every morning but on Sunday you like to sleep in.

SITUATION 2.  Talking to a Friend

EXAMINER Hast du Lust, am Donnerstag mit uns ins Kino zu kommen?  Seit Montag läuft
„Der schwarze Panther“.

CANDIDATE Reply no, you don’t feel like going to the movies.  Explain why.

EXAMINER Was hast du denn?  So bist du normalerweise nicht.  Warum bist du so schlecht
gelaunt?

CANDIDATE Say that you’ve just had an argument with your boyfriend/girlfriend.  Explain
what it was about.

EXAMINER Ach so.  Das tut mir aber leid.  Aber willst du denn doch nicht mit uns ins Kino?
Das könnte Spaß machen.

CANDIDATE Say that could be a good idea.  Explain that you don’t have any money.  Ask if
you could borrow 20 marks until Saturday.

EXAMINER Ja, in Ordnung.  Wo treffen wir uns am Donnerstag?

CANDIDATE Suggest a time and place to meet.
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Please turn over

SITUATION 3.  Part-time Work

EXAMINER Du siehst heute schick aus.  Hast du dir neue Sachen gekauft?

CANDIDATE Say that you’ve just spent almost 200 marks on new clothes.  Describe what you
bought.

EXAMINER Mensch, woher hast du soviel Geld?

CANDIDATE Explain that you work every Saturday.  You have to work all day, but you earn
50 marks.

EXAMINER Und was mußt du alles machen?

CANDIDATE Describe the work you have to do. Mention THREE things about it.

EXAMINER Das ist toll. Aber das ist viel, deinen Samstag aufzugeben.  Bist du dann nicht zu
müde, um dich mit deinen Freunden zu treffen?

CANDIDATE Say that you are often too tired to go out on a Saturday night.  But on Sundays
there is always a lot to do.

SITUATION 4.  Studying in Germany

EXAMINER Warum wollen Sie in Deutschland studieren?

CANDIDATE Explain why you want to go to university in Germany.

EXAMINER Wo genau möchten Sie studieren?

CANDIDATE Say where you would like to study and why you like that particular town.

EXAMINER Sie sprechen aber sehr gut Deutsch.  Sind Sie Australier(in)?

CANDIDATE Explain that you were born in Australia but that your mother is German.  She
often speaks German at home.

EXAMINER Glauben Sie, Sie können Ihre Aufsätze alle auf Deutsch schreiben?

CANDIDATE Say why you are used to writing in German.
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SITUATION 5.  Grandparents

EXAMINER Wie kommen Sie mit Ihren Großeltern aus?

CANDIDATE Say that you get on very well with your grandparents and say why.

EXAMINER Wie oft besuchen Sie Ihre Großeltern?

CANDIDATE Say that you visit them once a week and describe THREE things you do to help
them around the house.

EXAMINER Sind sie beide berufstätig?

CANDIDATE Say how they spend their time.

EXAMINER Es  muß schön sein, Großeltern zu haben.

CANDIDATE Ask if the person would like to meet them and suggest that he/she comes by on
Saturday night.


